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8. Tom’s friends are shocked and surprised
to see Tom at the finish line because:

a) he arrives hours after his expected finishing time
b) he doesn’t come from the direction they were
expecting him to
c) they were excited to see him finally
d) none of the above

d) 2. a) 3. b) 4. c) 5. a) 6. b) 7. d) 8. b) 1.

1. Tom enjoys running long
distances because:
a) running helps to take his mind off things
b) running helps him to disconnect from technology
c) running helps him to process thoughts
d) all of the above

2. Tom wanted to sign up for the
ultramarathon as a way:
a) explore Wilson’s Promontory and raise money for
cancer
b) show his friends what he could do
c) prove to his friends he could do it
d) give back to community

5. Tom talks about experiencing
mood swings during the run
because:
a) he felt extreme emotions
b) he was frustrated with the terrain
c) he couldn’t pick up a rhythm
d) he was like Mowgli the jungle boy

Listen to Episode 21. Complete these sentences with a
word that you hear in the podcast.

Episode 21: Tom's Story
Listening Comprehension
Questions

3. For Tom, the difficult part about
training for an ultramarathon was:
a) finding time to run during lunch breaks 
b) balancing his running schedule with his social life
and work 
c) clocking up the kilometers
d) building up strength in his legs

4. The first challenge that Tom
encountered on race day was:
a) discovering that he hadn’t done the right training
b) running through sand, gravel and mud
c) the bad weather 
d) getting into a steady breathing pattern

6. Some runners used maps and
technology to navigate the ultramarathon
route. Tom primarily used:

a) his gut feeling
b) logic
c) laminated maps
d) other runners

7.  When Tom is lost, how does he
find his way back to the right path?
a) he uses the position of the water
b) he sees other people running
c) he finds an alternate route
d) he finds a familiar path


